
Why, what and how
A  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  W E T H R I V E



It diagnoses likely causes of upset and 
underperformance in the workforce, and 
automatically outputs coaching suggestions to 
line managers.  

This makes it easier for line managers to 
intervene in ways that will produce real 
improvements - especially those managers who 
are not ‘people’ people, have limited time, or are 
not naturally comfortable with a management 
role. 

This model, and the WeThrive product, make 
possible a practical implementation of those 
core ideas in humanistic psychology, positive 
psychology, self-determination theory etc. which 
are now at the forefront of the quest for 
improved staff engagement,  motivation, 
retention and so on.  
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Background to the 4C model
for intelligent performance
The 4C model is our model that wraps core ideas from 
motivational theory into a practical tool for managers.
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One difficulty with using these ideas at work is 
that they hinge around broad categories of 
human experience like ‘relatedness’, which are 
open to variations in subjective interpretation. 

Our approach is to break these down into 
smaller, more discrete sub-domains that relate 
to common problems reported by people at 
work.  This enables us to arrive at a numerical 
representation - from each individual team 

member’s point of view - of how well they are 
equipped by the work environment and culture 
to cope with these problems. 

The result is a synthesis of the human needs 
models - from Maslow to Griffin and Tyrrell - 
with a modern understanding of motivation and 
a practical investigation of obstacles to work 
performance.   

This is the kind of work commentators like Pink 
or Ryan and Deci describe as ‘self-motivating’, 
and it is, sadly, hard to find.  However, this is 
precisely the kind of environment that 
continuing use of WeThrive is intended to 
promote, as WeThrive detects variance from that 
experience and suggests ways of applying 
feedback to promote it.  

The WeThrive survey is adaptive; the system 
serves a set of 16 top-level questions, which 
generate the numerical scores, and then serves a 
variable number of secondary questions to 
diagnose the causes of the lower scores across 
the model. It then combines all the answers to 
generate the action plan for managers. 

Questions fall into four main areas of working life 
we call Cognitive, Capability, Connection and 
Confidence. It is not necessary to customise or 
configure the system as it is based on concepts 
in motivational theory that appear to be 
universal, at least in the West. 

This summary shows relationships from the 
sixteen top-level domains of the 4C model to 
some other well-known frameworks. At the end 
of this summary there is a key, plus additional 
references for the concepts. 

Imagine a job in which you felt thoroughly connected 
to the company, colleagues, the work an the 
customers; you had everything you needed to do that 
work well and felt competent as a result; you were in a 
functional group where your human social needs are 
met; and you felt confident about work and found it 
meaningful. In that sort of work most people will tend 
to turn up on time, collaborate and innovate, work 
hard and stay with the firm. 
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The WeThrive top-level 
question set 
Mapping these questions to antecedent models of human motivation is complex; while they attempt 
to represent internal states brought about by ‘real’ neuronal and hormonal reactions to social situa-
tions, they are also nominalisations.   

However, the superscript letters after the question numbers map how they relate to domains in other 
models of what is needed for satisfactory human function, and the number reference provides addi-
tional background for Q2. 

Is about connection to the company itself and the customers.  People act more willingly 
and receive more satisfaction and meaning from that action when it is done for the 
benefit of another human being, so an employee who does not have a concrete connec-
tion to company and customer will be less motivated but will not know it, or know why. 

This area is about communication and 
understanding and contains four top-level 
questions. 

Q1

Cognitive

FH HG RD M H

Is about personal performance specification - not just what is it but how far is it in 
concrete terms rather than ‘jargon’, or abstract or nominalised language1.  Abstract 
nouns create an illusion of understanding, which not only creates errors directly but also 
wastes mental energy and is debilitating as the brain searches fruitlessly for a solid 
pattern-match.  Much official communication is counter-productive in this way, raising 
blood pressure and making people angry or depressed without realising it or knowing 
why it is happening. 

Q2
HG 

Follows from Q2 and is about the degree to which the other team members share the 
same picture of what is to be done. It will uncover communication problems, either 
structural or personal, which are likely to be creating inefficiency and frustration in the 
team.

Q3
FH HG RD M H 

Is about how far the team feel they are co-operating with each other, this is particularly 
interesting if it scores less well while Q 1-3 score well. Q4

FH HG RD M H 



Are pragmatic and inquire how far people have the knowledge, skills and resources 
needed to perform their work.  Assuming these are in place. 

This area is about whether staff have what they need to do their work well. 

Q5-7

Capability 

And subsidiaries establish whether the employee is also getting feedback from 
colleagues and/or management that establishes for them a sense of competence. Q8

FH HG RD M H

Asks about attention from other team 
members and management 

This area is about social and emotional factors at work:

Q9

Connection

Enquires whether the employee has a 
feeling of community with the teamQ10

HG RD

Is about perceived status - whether 
the team member feels that the value 
of what s/he does is acknowledged

Q11
FH HG M H

FH HG RD M H
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Is about personal, employment and intellectual 
security in the role

This area covers a number of potential warning 
signs that may or may not be independent of 
earlier domains 

Q12

Confidence

Is about control and autonomyQ13
HG RD M

Is about time and space needed to clear one’s head during the working day Q14
R RD

Asks about anticipatory anxiety, or forebodingQ15
FH HG M H

Is about the meaning derived from work by the employee.Q16
FH HG M

HG M H

The questions in the WeThrive question set are all framed in terms of time: 

This means that the outputs can represent how much of each person’s working day is being 
compromised by problems which might be addressed if the management knew about them. 

Further, some of the domains relate to items of which we are not normally conscious but which still 
have the ability to cause increased arousal and reduced capability, so we might expect continuing use 
of WeThrive to increase the awareness of the individuals surveyed and, ultimately, the whole 
organisation. 

“How much of your time do you have all the practical 
resources you need in order to do your work”

“How much of the time do you feel secure at work”
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Question format
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Here, for example, is someone who feels well connected to the 
aims and users of the organisation, but is let down by their 
knowledge and skills and doesn’t feel competent as a result.  This 
is compounded by a lack of attention from the manager – and, 
unsurprisingly, the team doesn’t seem to have a unified picture 
of what to do.  

The result is a severe feeling of being out of control, overwhelmed and worried about forthcoming 
work.  Work does not seem meaningful to this employee, either, so this looks like someone in danger 
of leaving, who would appear in the risk report in the WeThrive dashboard.  All of this might be sorted 
out with training, better communication and more attention from the manager, if the company only 
realized the problems existed. 

Ideally we would like managers to be able to look at the charts for each of their reports and, given 
what they understand about the background of each person and the context of their work, decide 
what connects to what in the chart and how to proceed with coaching. 

However, many managers simply do not have sufficient time, or aren’t keen on these kinds of inter-
personal exchange, so the WeThrive software also produces an action plan based on the four most 
significant problem areas for each staff member.  Managers can sit and discuss each point in these 
action plans, confident that when they suggest that x is a priority the staff member will agree, as they 
said so only days before, in the survey. 

The result is a picture of each staff 
member’s life at work: 

Outputs 



Key to Model Mapping

References
This problem is not a merely philosophical one, as any reader of a Government circular will attest: 
abstract language causes brain-fog, frustration and even raised blood pressure as the brain 
struggles to attach meaning to the words.  Wittgenstein explored this problem extensively, 
pointing out that ‘language is not contiguous to anything else’. See Lectures, Cambridge 
1930-32. From the Notes of John King and Desmond Lee . Ed. Desmond 

1.

Items marked RD relate to items in the SDT Basic Psychological Needs Scale and/or Intrinsic 
Motivation Inventory from SDT (Ryan and Deci).
www.selfdeterminationtheory.org.

Items marked H relate to items in the Herzberg motivators and hygiene factors model. Items 
marked M relate to items in the Maslow hierarchy of needs.

Items marked FH relate to items in the Friedmann and Havighurst five functions of work model

Items marked HG relate to items in the Emotional Needs Scale (Griffin and Tyrrell)
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